
NASA STEM ACTIVITIES AT RAUL YZAGUIRRE SCHOOL FOR SUCCESS 
  
Follow-up: 
 
 
High Velocity Debris: Spacesuit Protection ... 
 
Your Word document file for projection [handout] should include photographs of the 
spacesuit being tested at the NASA facility [if permissible via security]  so the students 
get the idea of the "real life" process;  the multi-layered approach for the test material 
should be used ... as both of us indicated during our discussion ... since the material for 
the spacesuit is indeed multi-layered, and the two test materials [paper towel, tissue 
paper] can begin with their single layers, then doubled, tripled, etc. - also a combination 
of the two materials [composite, which equates with the real materials for the spacesuit] 
can be used, then doubled, tripled, etc.; the drop distances can also be increased to 
add drama to the "drop", which would probably excite the students; the data sheets 
should be generated by the students to engage them fully with the data recording 
process ... there might be mention within the information on how to set it up, and its 
importance [significant part of the Scientific Method]; a safe, horizontal method of "firing" 
the drop test could be considered, which would equate with the NASA tests; at some 
point, there should be success with the material ... "PASS" ... so the students will feel 
this, and shout, "Eureka!". 
 
 
Launching the ISS Into Orbit ...  
 
Your Word document file for projection [handout] should include photographs of NASA 
launches [if permissible via security], and close-ups [in-flight] of vertical moving towards 
lateral velocity so the students get the idea of the "real life" process; the force of gravity 
should be stressed more within the information since this is the one force in life that 
keeps things in order ... connection with Einstein and his profound theory of Relativity ... 
and the force that is dealt with through velocity to attempt to overcome it for orbit and 
"beyond"; the eraser used for the rocket and/or payload should be sampled at three 
different sizes [mass] to indicate that more mass requires more velocity to attain orbit, or 
go around the ball as a part of the activity;  there should be a component that has the 
students exerting too much velocity, which would result in the eraser [rocket] wildly 
flying off into space [the classroom] ... a need for balance, the critical velocity to orbit, 
and stay in orbit; and during the eraser going around [orbiting] the ball [Earth], a 
component could be added in which the students slow down [stop] the "swing" of the 
string, which would result in the eraser [rocket] hitting the ball [Earth] ... inconsistent/less 
velocity resulting in the rocket falling back to Earth. 
 
 
 
 
 



Saving Space Station Power ... 
 
Your Word document file for projection [handout] should include more photographs of 
the solar panels [arrays] and the ISS [if permissible via security] so the students get the 
idea of the "real life" process; since this activity was essentially a math problem to 
calculate on paper, it was a bit too cut and dry for the students; I introduced the concept 
of an 8 1/2 X 11 piece of paper as the solar panel with 10% torn off to represent the 
damaged area ... had the students actually take their papers [solar panels], and tear 
10% [corner] off so they could see the damage, and also see the remaining part of the 
solar panel to calculate the power of the undamaged area ... also, using the paper as 
the solar panel facilitated seeing the dimensions, and calculating the area; because of 
the damage of a critical part of the ISS such as the solar panel, a sense of "urgency" 
should be stressed more within the information, which would make the calculation 
process [math] more dramatic and exciting for the students ... with an understanding of 
the math concepts, a time limit could be placed on the calculations to simulate "real-life" 
scenarios that are time-critical for survival - Apollo 13, for example. 
 
All of the handouts could be enhanced with video for projection. 
 
As we discussed ... some ... during our meeting about the students who were learning 
English as a second language, and certain vocabulary that would probably present a 
problem for understanding of the concepts/activities, I want to reiterate what I said, and 
add more: 
  
definitely for the ESL students, certain vocabulary need to be expanded upon; there 
should be consideration given to the handouts being in Spanish as well, and so there is 
crossover between English and Spanish for understanding, or grasping the concept to 
be able to apply it as a part of the experimentation process;  generally, and as we 
mentioned together, certain vocabulary need to be expanded upon for better 
understanding for everyone, including the teacher; some of this vocabulary might need 
visualization as well for a better grasp. 
  
As a sidebar, but pertinent to students being able to understand, particularly those 
students who are learning ESL, and generally to all students who have never been 
exposed to such [Space Science concepts in this case] due to limited opportunities and 
their home situations [disadvantaged], the approach needs to be simplified, and when I 
say simplified, I mean carefully explained at a level that will reach these students. I've 
been out on several field trips with our students where those individuals in charge of the 
process, and doing the explaining [showing and telling] seem to talk over the students 
heads, or do not take into consideration the factors I've already mentioned. This fact 
needs to be addressed as a part of your activities materials, and you expressed this 
concern as well. 
  
 
 



One last thing ... your materials and activities are only as good as the teachers behind 
them, so you might think about expanding on the training component for the teacher so 
he/she indeed grasps the concepts, and is able to transfer this understanding to the 
students through the experimentation process.  And as the students go through the 
tests [physical aspects of doing the experiments], there needs to be continual 
reinforcement of the meaning of the process ... why ... purpose ... to arrive at 
conclusions to be able to understand the concept. 
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